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To whom it may concern
I am writing to provide feedback in regards to becoming a Tax/BAS agent.
First of all, I don’t think the TPB should allow an individuals to become a Tax/BAS Agent unless
they have a bachelors degree minimum in a relevant discipline such as Accounting, Tax, Finance,
Financial Planning, Tax Law etc.
FASEA has just created this rule so that anyone who wants to be a financial planner and provide
personal advice has to have a bachelors degree minimum in financial planning.
Considering that if I am a business owner or SMSF trustee the TPB forces me to use a Tax Agent
as I can not lodge the tax return myself like I can with a personal tax return. Because the TPB is
forcing people and business to use a Tax Agent the TPB needs to hold Tax Agents to higher
educational standards to ensure that the Tax Agent has the right technical knowledge to do their
job correctly.
If Financial Planners need a bachelors degree minimum how can the TPB accept people who
have studied lower awards such as diplomas or certificates.
Why is there such a low educational standard for Tax/BAS agents?
Providing Tax/BAS agent services is maybe even more complex and technical as financial
planning work, the negative consequences of not lodging a Tax return or BAS properly is just as
disastrous as receiving bad financial planning advice.
FASEA identified increasing educational standards to make financial planning into a profession so
why does the TPB also not view a Tax/BAS Agent as a profession if they did, they would have
higher educational standards.
Experience alone is not good enough to become a Tax/BAS Agent there is a lot of technical
information you need to know and you need to be able to keep up with changing tax legislation
and rules. Making someone do a bachelors degree minimum in a relevant discipline would
ensure that the individual has the capability to perform such a technically demanding and
complex job as a tax agent.

The TPB also needs to recognize that there are individuals that do not want to provide the
complete range of Tax Agent services, some people might just want to lodge SMSF tax returns,
personal tax returns and BAS.
For people who wish to provide specialist services the TPB should not view an Accounting degree
as the ultimate goal to achieve this, they should consider other relevant degrees such as Finance,
Financial Planning, Applied Tax Law, SMSF.
If I study an Accounting degree there is only 4 subjects which are relevant out of the 8 subjects
you are required to study. Introduction to Accounting, Financial Accounting, Taxation and
Business Law would be the only relevant subjects to being a Tax agent.
Management Accounting, Audit, Accounting systems, Capstone Accounting are not relevant to
the services that a Tax Agent provides.
So when considering individuals study the TPB needs to be more open to other relevant degrees.
The Graduate Diploma of Applied Tax Law by the Tax institute is a much more relevant degree to
be a Tax Agent than a Graduate Diploma of Accounting would be. There are also other very
relevant degrees such as a Graduate Certificate in SMSF, Graduate Diploma of Financial Planning.

The TPB also needs to have proper guidance for individuals who would like to provide specialist

